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ABSTRACT
It is shown that a Moyal deformation quantization of the SO(4k) Generalized Yang-Mills (GYM) theory
action in D = 4k dimensions, for spacetime independent eld congurations, in the h ! 0 limit, yields the
Dolan-Tchrakian p-brane action after xing the conformal and world volume reparametrization invariance ,
associated with the p-brane world volume dimension p + 1 = 4k, embedded in a D = 4k target spacetime
background. The gauge elds/target spacetime coordinates correspondence is required but no large N limit
is necessary.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, conformally invariant sigma models in D = 2n dimensions with target non-compact O(2n; 1)
groups were studied. Instanton eld congurations were found to correspond geometrically to conformal
\ stereographic" mappings of R2n into Euclidean signature AdS2n spaces [1]. These conformally invariant
sigma models [2] were of crucial importance in the construction of conformally invariant Lagrangians, with
vanishing world volume cosmological constant, for bosonic p-branes, such that p + 1 = 2n [3].
Closely related to these conformally invariant sigma models are the SO(4k) Generalized Yang Mills
Theories (GYM) in R4k constructed by Tchrakian [4]. Hierachies of gauged Grassmanian Models in 4k
dimensions with Self Dual Instantons were also constructed by Tchrakian and Manvelyan [4].
Nahm equations are directly connected with Self Dual Yang Mills equations. Moyal Deformation Quan-
tization of Nahm equations, and the Toda models in the N !1 limit, were constructed in [5] and solutions
were found in [6] in relation to Matrix models and M theory. Deformation quantization has recently captured
a lot of interest in string theory and for this reason we will cosntruct the Moyal Deformation Quantization
of Tchrakian SO(4k) GYM in R4k and show that in the h ! 0 limit, and for spacetime independent eld
congurations, one will recover the Dolan Tchrakian actions, after xing the conformal and world volume
reparametrization invariance, for p-branes, p + 1 = 4k, moving in target spacetime backgrounds of dimen-
sionality equal to 4k.
Fairlie [6] has emphasized the importance of the large N limit of SU(N) Yang-MIlls theory , for spacetime
independent eld conguartions, in connection with the Schild’ string action. Fairlie has raised the interesting
issue that a possible extension of the large N limit to Dirac-Born-Infeld actions, D-Branes eective actions.
may also exist. This would pave the road, in a very natural fashion, to a deformation quantization program
to D-branes based on Dirac-Born-Infeld actions.
The standard work on Deformation Quantization was initiated by [7,8,9]. For the role of Fedosov
Deformation Quantization in W1 Geometry [10]; on the connection between holography and the quantum
geometry of surfaces with Moyal quantization see [11]. The importance of W1 symmetry in the Moyal
quantization process was studied in [12]. For recent results on D-Branes and Deformation Quantization and
an extensive list of current references on Star products and string theory see [13]. A rigorous mathematical
foundation is given in [14] and a path integral expression of Kontsevich quantization was presented in [15].
Finally, Deformation Quantization of coadjoint orbits in semisimple groups we refer to [16]. Geometric
induced actions for W1 gravity, an anomalous eective WZNW action, based on a coadjoint orbit method
associated with the Moyal deformations of the algebra of dierential operators of the circle was given by
Nissimov, Pacheva and Vaysburd [16].
We start with a few denitions of GYM in the next section before performing the Moyal quantization
that will allow us to show its relation to the Dolan Tchrakian construction of p-brane actions. Finally we
present our conclusions.
1
II. Deformation Quantization of GYM
The Generalized Yang Mills Theory (GYM) described by Tchrakian [4] based on SO(4k) in RD where








tr (F2 ^ F2::::::F2)2: (1)
g is a dimensionless coupling constant and
α1α2.......α2k = [α1α2α3α4 :::::::α2k−1α2k]: (2)
is the totally antisymmetrized product of k factors of the 22k−1  22k−1 matrices αβ corresponding to the
chiral representation of SO(4k). For k = 1 one has the usual SO(4)  SO(3)⊗ SO(3) , whose double cover
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A Moyal deformation quantization of the SO(4k) GYM assigns a one-to-one map of the self-adjoint
tensor-valued operators, F^µ1.....µ2k , belonging to the Hilbert space of square integrable functions, L
2(R2k),
to the c-number tensor-valued functions of the phase space R4k coordinates. The deformation quantization
also assigns a one-to-one map from the commutators of self-adjoint operators [A^; B^] to the Moyal brackets
ffA; Bgg where A = symbol[A^] and B = symbol[B^]. The symbol of a self-adjoint operator A^, which assigns
a c-number function of phase space, is dened via the Weyl Groenewold Wigner Moyal map (WWGM) [7] :
A(xµ; q1; p1; :::::q2k; p2k) 
∫









In order to evaluate the matrix elements of integrand of (6) one needs to know the representation of the
SO(4k) algebra in the Hilbert space L2(R2k). Due to the fact that the eld strength (1) is given in terms
of antisymmetrized products of SU(2) matrices and since the representations of SU(2) are known, [5], one
can evaluate explicitly such matrix elements. However. for our purposes at the moment this will not be
necessary. THE WWGM map (6) was used by Fairlie to construct solutions to the Moyal Nahm equations
in 3; 7 dimensions.
The WWGM map associated with F^µ1µ2......µ2k will be the c-number tensor-valued function of the phase
space variables, in addition to the D = 4k spacetime xµ coordinates, :
Fµ1µ2......µ2k(x
1; x2; :::::x4k; q1; p1; :::::::::q2kp2k): (7)
From the denition given by (1,2) it can be written as the antisymmetrized product of the k factors of :
Fµ1µ2......µ2k = F[µ1µ2Fµ3µ4 ::::::::Fµ2k−1µ2k]: (8)
with :
Fµν = @νAµ − @µAν + ffAµ; Aνgg:: (9)
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For the particular case of space-time independent eld congurations the above eld strengths become :
Fµ1µ2......µ2k = ffAµ1 ; Aµ2gg ^ ffAµ3 ; Aµ4gg ^ ::::::::::::::::::::::: ^ ffAµ2k−1 ; Aµ2kgg: (10)











and the Moyal bracket is
ffA; Bgg = 1
h
(A B −B A) (11b)
where !ij are the components of the inverse tensor of the symplectic two-form !ij . In the classical h ! 0
limit, the Moyal bracket reduces to the Poisson bracket. The trace over the Lie algebra indices is converted,
after the WWGM prescription, into an integral over the flat phase space coordinates. The relevance of
the Moyal quantization, and a subsequent h ! 0 limit, is that no large N ! 1 limit is required in the
associated SO(2N); SU(N) Yang Mills theories. for example. No 11 matrices are needed. The h ! 0
limit will render the Poisson bracket area-preserving dis algebra automatically. See Garcia-Compean et al
[5].
When the phase space is curved the Moyal deformation quantization needs to be replaced by a defor-
mation quantization program described by Fedosov [9] that takes into account the fact that the ordinary
Moyal star product in curved phase space is no longer associative. A geometric derivation of W1 gravity
from Fedosov deformation quantization and the reason why the string coordinates inherit a noncommutative
product structure, among other things, was given in [10].
Now, taking into account the special case of independent spacetime eld congurations, the action
associated with the Moyal quantization of the SO(4k) GYM in R4k factorizes into a product of a space-time





d2kq d2kp [ffAµ1 ; Aµ2gg ^ ffAµ3 ; Aµ4gg ^ ::::::::::::::::::::::: ^ ffAµ2k−1 ; Aµ2kgg]2: (12)
The classical limit h = 0 of the Moyal bracket yields the Poisson bracket . represented by a single bracket





d2kq d2kp [fAµ1 ; Aµ2g ^ fAµ3 ; Aµ4g ^ ::::::::::::::::::::::: ^ fAµ2k−1 ; Aµ2kg]2: (13)
If one equates the flat phase space coordinates, q1; p1; :::::q2k; p2k with the coordinates of the 4k-dimensional
world volume of a p-brane such that p + 1 = 4k : 1 = q1; 2 = p1; ::::4k−1 = q2k; 4k = p2k and establishes
the spacetime independent gauge elds/ coordinate correspondence : Aµ() $ 1l2
P
Xµ() , with lP the
Planck length in the appropriate dimension, we will see that the above action (13) is nothing but the Dolan-
Tchrakian action for a p-brane moving in target spacetime backgrounds of dimension 4k, for the values of
p + 1 = 4k, upon xing the conformal and world volume reparametrization invariance . Let us take without
loss of generality the case k = 1 associated with a p = 3-brane whose world volume if four dimensional. The











where !ij is the inverse of the symplectic form used to dene the Poisson bracket. In a canonical basis it
can be represented by a 4  4 antisymmetric matrix comprised of two block antisymmetric 2  2 matrices










The conformally invariant Dolan-Tchrakian action [3] for a p = 3-brane whose world volume is four








The action is conformal invariant under the transformations of the world volume auxiliary metric :





In the conformal gauge one xes the metric to be conformally flat (Euclidean) : hα1α2 = eΩα1α2 where
α1α2 is the (Euclidean) four dimensional world volume metric. The above action (15) in the conformal










Finally, if one xes the 4-dimensional ( Euclidean) world volume reparametrization invariance of the
Dolan-Tcrakian action by choosing the analog of the orthonormal gauge in the Dirac-Nambu-Goto string (
for Euclidean world sheets) :
(@αXµ)(@βXµ) = αβ : ;  = 1; 2; 3; 4: (18)
the Lagrangian density of (17) becomes a constant. And similarily, after making the identication : 1 =
q1; 2 = p1; 3 = q2; 4 = p2, the Lagrangian density in (14b) also becomes a constant after using the
orthonormality conditions of eq-(18). The fact that one can gauge the Lagrangian density to a constant is
due to the fact that a p-brane moving in a background of D = p + 1 = 4k dimensions does not have local
transverse degrees of freedom : D−p−1 = 0. In that sense the theory is topological. We must emphasize that
the action (14) is not the Schild action because the latter is the action for a string, a two-dim world sheet,
whereas the action in (14) is truly a four-dim one. The Schild action is area-preserving dieomorphisms
invariant but it is not fully reparametrization invariant like the Dolan-Tchrakian p-brane actions.
Therefore, to sum up, the action (14) obtained from a Moyal deformation quantization of a SO(4) Yang
Mills Theory in R4, in the h ! 0 limit, for spacetime independent eld congurations, is equivalent to the
Dolan-Tchrakian action (17) after xing the conformal and world volume reparametrization invariance. if,




Ω4 is the four dimensional spacetime volume of R4 where the SO(4) Yang Mills theory is dened. To
regularize quantities like the volume we could select a compact spacetime.
It is important to emphasize that Xµ 6= xµ. The base manifold coordinates over which one denes
the SO(4k) GYM must not be confused with the target spacetime embedding coordinates of the p-brane
(p + 1 = 4k). The gauge elds Aµ, after the Moyal quantization and the h = 0 limit, are the ones that
behave like the p-brane coordinates. In general, the p-brane tension, where p + 1 = 4k, up to a k-dependent




and the Moyal deformation quantization of the SO(4k) Generalized Yang Mills theory (GYM), for spacetime




d4k [fXµ1 ; Xµ2g ^ fXµ3 ; Xµ4g ^ ::::::::::::::::::::::: ^ fXµ2k−1 ; Xµ2kg]2: (21)
Similar arguments as the k = 1 case will allow us to show that the action given by (21) will be equivalent to
the Dolan Tchrakian p-brane action, with p + 1 = 4k, moving in target spacetime backgrounds of D = 4k
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after xing the conformal gauge and world volume reparametrization invariance ; i.e for conformally flat









µ4k@[β1Xµ1@β2Xµ2 :::::@β4k]Xµ4k : (22)
CONCLUSIONS
After showing the equivalence of the Moyal deformation quantization of the GYM and p-branes, under
certain special conditions, spacetime independent eld congurations, h = 0 limit....it is worth exploring
other cases besides the D = 4k. In particular, the deformation quantization of Nambu-Poisson Mechanics
associated with general p−branes has been studied by Dito et al [17]. p-brane Quantum Mechanical Wave
equations have been given in [18].
The role of W1 geometry [10], and the extension of the Vertex Operator Algebras to W1 Conformal
Field Theory, in connection with Higher Spin Theories in AdS backgrounds and N = 8 Higher Spin Super-
gravity, the eld theory limit of M theory on AdS4  S7, deserves further attention [19.20]. The p-brane
tensions appearing in this work have a typical stringy instanton behaviour 1g2 . It is warranted to study how
D-branes t in this formalism of Moyal-Fedosov Deformation Quantization. The D-brane tensions have a
1
g behaviour. The WZNW actions associated with open-strings in group manifolds with an antisymmetric
rank two tensor background, and Dirac-Born-Infeld eective actions discussed in [6,13] should be a starting
point.
Finally, more general cases ought to be investigated other than the restricted spacetime independent
eld congurations; the fact that the number of spacetime dimensions 4k equals that of the phase space
variables suggests a complexification of the 4k-world volume coordinates and background spacetime and,
correspondingly, of the gauge elds.
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